**Image diagnosis of Trigeminal Neuralgia caused by Vascular Compression**
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**Abstract:**
Trigeminal Neuralgia (TGN) is a disease frequently encountered by the neurologists and neurosurgeons. The typical pain of TGN is lancinating in nature in one side of face along the distribution of Trigeminal nerve. Pain is sharp shooting and periodic in nature, aggravated by various factors, like eating, talking, laughing. A typical trigeminal neuralgia is caused by compression to the Root exit zone (REZ) by superior cerebellar artery (SCA), aberrant loop of Antero inferior cerebellar artery (AICA), dolichobasilar artery or a large sized vein. However, facial pain mimicking TGN may occur by a tumor, plaque of Multiple sclerosis or may be idiopathic.

So this is very important to know the cause of TGN/ facial pain for planning of specific treatment.

Most of the patients remain pain free by medical management by using Carbamazepine, oxcarbazepine, Pregabalin, Gabapentin, Clonazepam etc. But medically refractory TGN can be treated by Microvascular decompression (MVD) with significantly satisfactory results if the cause is by vascular compression. However during MVD no significant blood vessels are seen and surgery become failed.

Clinical examination and evaluation is very important, however to become confirmed about the pathogenesis needs imaging of brain. MRI of brain can differentiate any tumor or Plaque of MS. But conventional MRI images can not show us clearly the blood vessel causing TGN.

Conventional MRA could show the blood vessels, which might be causing compression to REZ but does not confirm the fact. Constructive interference in steady state (CISS) MR images were evaluated in our 15 cases to find neurovascular relationship at the REZ. In 11 cases CISS images showed excellent visualization of fifth nerve and blood vessels causing compression to REZ in all case of TGN who underwent Microvascular decompression (MVD) with excellent result. In 2 patients we depended on clinical findings and T2 MR Images. In one of them we could find Offending vessels who were also improved clinically. In one case we did not find any significant offending vessel except a small vein and this patient did not show any improvement. In rest two cases, in one patient CISS showed a tiny vessel and after MVD the patient did not improve. In one patient no significant vessels were not seen in CISS images. We did not go for MVD for this case.

So the pre-operative CISS MR images are more precise to show the neurovascular relationship and determine the offending blood vessel causing TGN. Thus we can avoid an unnecessary MVD.
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**Introduction:**
Trigeminal Neuralgia can be caused by vascular compression to the Root exit zone (REZ) of trigeminal nerve where the nerve is not covered by myelin sheath for few millimeters.

TGN is a peculiarly painful paroxysmal disorder with an annual incidence rate of 4.3 per 100000 population with a male female ratio of 1:1.17² Microvascular decompression (MVD) is frequently used for cure of TGN by displacing the offending vessel from the REZ.
However MVD is not always curative. The success rate is 84%\textsuperscript{15}. Sometimes any definite offending vessel can not be seen during an MVD. This is because of inappropriate evaluation or lack of proper imaging study. The post operative recurrence rate is significantly high when a small unnamed artery or vein is thought to be responsible for TGN\textsuperscript{3}. Each year thousands of patients undergo surgery for TGN in the United States, with an estimated cost of $100 million with excellent result in most of the cases but some patients do not have any pain relief\textsuperscript{18}. Results of MVD are poor when surgery discloses no vascular compression or only small venous contact with the nerve\textsuperscript{17}.

Conventional MRI in T1 or T2 images or MRA can not clearly delineate the offending blood vessel causing TGN although they can show clearly any tumor causing the problem (Fig 1, 2, 3).

MRI in Constructive interference in steady state (CISS) protocol can clearly show contrast between the nerve, blood vessels and CSF. So, by studying TGN by CISS MR Images can help us select patient of true TGN caused by vascular compression and thus increase the good outcome of surgery and avoid unnecessary surgery.

\textbf{Material and Methods:}

Our study included 15 patients (aged 45-73 years, 3 females 12 males). All these patients were clinically showed typical features of trigeminal neuralgia and were treated with carbamazepine and other drugs. All the patients underwent conventional MRI of brain to rule out any tumor or demyelinating diseases or any other pathology. All these patients were refractory to medical management.

For further evaluation we used CISS MR Images. All images were done in single center using a 1.5 tesla MRI machine and confirmed by a neuroradiologist. Axial images of 1 mm thickness in continuous slices at cerebello pontine angle were reviewed to confirm the relationship of offending vessels and the nerve.

\textbf{Results:}

CISS MR Images could show the offending vessels more precisely because this can delineate an excellent contrast between the nerve and CSF (Figure 1).

Furthermore CISS can show large petrosal veins which also may be the cause of TGN. In our 11 cases CISS images showed excellent visualization of fifth nerve and blood vessels causing compression to REZ in all case of TGN. Who underwent Microvascular decompression (MVD) with excellent result.
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\caption{CISS MR image showing clearly the offending vessel. Shown by white arrows}
\end{figure}
We used a lateral park bench position and a key hole craniectomy and surgery was done under operating microscope in high magnification and we used tiny pieces of surgical sponge to decompress in all our patient who underwent MVD.

In most cases, the offending vessel was Superior Cerebellar Artery (SCA). In one case it was a dolichobasilar artery and in one it was a loop of Antero inferior cerebellar artery (AICA). In most of the cases the Trigeminal nerve was found pushed, thin and slightly reddish in appearance during surgery. In our series, 11 patients who were evaluated by CISS showed excellent result. Trigeminal pain improved from the next day of surgery. In the patients TGN caused by a tumor is readily be diagnosed by an MRI (Figure 2).

*Fig.-2: CPA tumor compressing fifth nerve.*

MRI of tumor. In the patients who had TGN due to vascular compression, conventional MR image can not clearly show the offending vessels (Figure 3).

TGN MRI. However CISS MR images could clearly showed the offending vessels compressing the Trigeminal nerve at REZ (figure 4,5,6,7).

Offending vessels were found in all these cases (Figure 8,9 Per operative picture) and all the patients improved after MVD. Two patient underwent MVD on the basis of MRI images and clinical findings, in one patient the offending vessel was seen during surgery and recovered very well. But in one patient, we could not find any significant offending vessels (figure 10).

In two cases CISS showed a very thin vessel in one (figure 11 CISS thin vessel) and no vessel in one (Figure 12 CISS showing no vessel)

MVD was done in the patient where CISS showed a tiny vessel, a tiny vein was found during surgery. This patient did not improve after surgery. In the patient in whom CISS image did not show any offending vessel and we did not go for MVD in this case. In our cases the most common offending vessel found during surgery were SCA, in one case it was a loop of AICA and in one case a dolicho basilar artery was itself compressing the nerve. In all cases moderate to severe displacement of the Trigeminal nerve was seen.

*Fig.-3: The delineation of offending vessel is not convincingly clear, white arrow.*
Fig.-4,5,6,7: .................................................................

Fig.-8: shows compression by SCA

Fig.-9: showing compression by a dolichobasilar artery
Discussion:
TGN is a peculiarly painful paroxysmal disorder with an annual incidence rate of 4.3 per 100000 population with a male female ratio of 1:1.17. Most commonly the TGN is caused by compression of Trigeminal nerve at its REZ by blood vessels. This was first described by Dandy.

Conventional T1 and T2 MR Images can exclude tumors or multiple sclerosis plaques in the patients who manifest as TGN. Therefore these conventional images are indispensable for routine preoperative assessment of TGN. However the main goal of preoperative images is to identify the neurovascular relationships at REZ. Generally high resolution MR imaging is implemented to identify the neurovascular contact of the TGN and exclude other pathology of TGN, however, this neurovascular contact has also been reported in normal patients and also in unaffected side in TGN patients. The vascular contact to REZ of TGN should be at the region of the trigeminal nerve where there is a lack of myelin sheath to cause TGN. In these case MVD is considered most effective treatment. The maximum diameters of the offending vessels are less than 2 mm. The slice thickness of 3 mm in conventional T1 and T2 weighted imaging may miss vascular compression at the REZ because of partial volume effect, since the offending artery is small in relation to slice thickness. Therefore these conventional sequences are not sufficiently sensitive to depict such neurovascular relationship. Loss of anisotrophy in trigeminal neuralgia revealed by diffusion tensor imaging.

Three dimensional Time of flight (TOF) MR angiography have shown that neurovascular compression (NVC) at the unaffected trigeminal nerve is typically not as severe as at the affected nerve. TGN is associated with atrophy of trigeminal nerve, as are seen in our cases.

The CISS MR sequence provides a finely detailed cisternographic image in which the brain nerves and vessels appear with low signal intensity and are well delineated with high signal intensity of CSF. The contrast between the hypointense brain, nerves and vessels and hyperintense CSF is excellent. CISS also provide high spatial resolution based on very thin sections with no intervening gaps. CSF movement in CISS can abolish signal loss due to CSF flow in the CP angle and thus can depict precisely the small arteries and veins. Visualization of Petrosal vein can predict pre operatively can give confidence to the surgeons as injury to petrosal vein may sometimes cause venous complication during surgery. Although petrosal vein sometimes is the offending vessel for TGN.

CISS can precisely delineate the offending vessel in contact with REZ in symptomatic patients and in our cases 11 patients showed definite cause of compression and found clearly during surgery and the
patients improved after MVD. Very thin vein which are also seen in CISS images are probably not the cause of TGN although patients are symptomatic and should be considered as idiopathic cause and can be treated by other modalities.

Conclusion:
For pre operative evaluation of TGN, conventional MRI images are important to find out any mass lesion however for neurovascular compression, CISS MR images may be thought as gold standard. So every patients of TGN should be evaluated by CISS which can precisely delineate the offending vessel and at the same time can show no vessels or very tiny veins who may not be the candidate for MVD, thus CISS can prevent the surgeons to avoid unnecessary surgery.
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